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Puma Ridge
Worried about pential back up of the left turn lane into sapphire point. If it backs up to the median where does the traffic go? Turn lane to firehourse? Also will 1ft turn light have arrow and then blinking yellow light/arrow? If so it will allow more cars to turn
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Timber Ridge Frustrated with the plans in place. It is nearly imposssible to get in or out of Timber Ridge during peak traffic now. With a future increase of traffic it will get much worse. An additional route to I25 further north, other than Founders Parkway, would ease the problem and ease the volume .

Timber Canyon

I very much appreciate the Town's focus on features to encourage slower driving speeds. Consider establishing a "slow/safe traffic zone" along Crowfoot Valley Road from the Founders Parkway intersection to the Macanta Boulevard intersection by reducing the speed limit to 35 mph in both directions along this short 0.9 

mile corridor. Add speed feedback signs. Add treets to proposed medians. Yes, that adds watering requirements, but modern drip feed systems minimize water demands. The tree height will inarguably encourage even slower speeds and significantly beautify this stretch of road, which is the "backdoor" to the Town of Castle 

Rock community. On behalf of the Timber Canyon HOA Board, we are encouraged by the Town's proactive solicitation and active use of community feedback.  Thank you! 1

Timber Ridge 

Need additional traffic control light at Timber Ridge entrance I’m not in favor of widening Crowfoot Valley Rd. Please do not widen it to 4 lanes.  After hearing about the plan not to have a traffic light on Crowfoot Valley Road or a left hand turning lane to pull out onto at the entrance of Timber Ridge, this would be a 

safety concern.  By putting in an island as the city is suggesting,  to squeeze traffic 5-6  miles an hour less is a problem.  It’s down hill to our entrance with cars going well above 40.  It’s also a blind spot area with the hill being so steep it’s difficult to predict the traffic coming over the top.  It will not be possible to 

make a left turn out of our subdivision unless there’s a better plan. A traffic light would be best and could be used during high traffic times. speed cameras on Crowfoot Valley Rd. and Founders would help safety and noise issues and give more revenue and funding for police and fire departments.  Also police presence 

would not be needed to watch for speeders then police could be available for other safety needs. Don’t agree that bicycles should be on the same pavement as vehicles. Very unsafe. Bicycles end up riding in car lanes. With all the residential neighborhoods on Crowfoot let’s keep Crowfoot residential an not like 

Founders. We have a lot of wild life and it would keep then safer and the residents also. Thank you 1 1

Sapphire Pointe I would almost prefer a round about to a light at Sapphire Pointe but would take either at this point! Needs to happen sooner than later 1

Timber Ridge

There has to be a break in traffic in order for us to get in and out of Timber Ridge.  That traffic break each day becomes shorter and I envison it will only get worse with the projected number of cars and 4 lanes of traffic. I would like to know  if public works design guidance can tell us how many accidents will happen 

at Timber Ridge and Crowfoot under the new design. I understand the road needs improvement and traffic will increase but the town has a choice, make it safe or less safe.  If less safe is chosen, then the number of accidents will tip their road guidance and recommend to install a break in traffic.  Do it now , it will be 

cheaper in dollars and less accidents.    1

My suggestion is to use a portion of the 16’wide center island to provide a merge lane for left-turners from Diamond Ridge Pkwy.  And if the 40mph speed at that point causes inadequate merge length, then lower the speed limit! 1

Timber Ridge

I hate roundabouts. But they would give us a fighting chance to go left out of TimberRidge. The only other way will be to turn left, get over a lane and chance a Uturn by Timber Canyon subdivision or at the light. The 16 ft median seems a huge waste of usable space. We need an acceleration lane when turning left out 

of Timber Ridge. It’s extremely dangerous now and getting worse daily. 1 1

Timber Ridge Safety requires a left turn acceleration lane. Otherwise with an increased traffic projected to be 37,000 vehicles up from 14,000 daily it will become nearly impossible to safely turn left. 1

Timber Ridge Suggested roundabout at Diamond and Timber Ridge would be best. We are very concerned that the current plan will not allow us to enter and leave our developments safely 1

Diamond Ridge

I attended the 10/27/2022 presentation of the Crowfoot widening. Your presentation and representation was excellent. However I want to clarify my concern for the Diamond Ridge Parkway(DRP) intersection with Crowfoot(CF).

A. CF traffic is already very high and getting worse daily. Pulling out from the DRP stop sign for right hand turns remains difficult without the (planned future acceleration lane) in place. B. However your future plan does not include an acceleration lane when making a left hand turn? This is absolutely needed to be 

added to our plan for construction....light with the CF/Founders light does not solve the added traffic heading north on CF from the two south of 

DRP subdivisions, and the west bound traffic on Founders making right hand turns onto CF. I would 

be happy to discuss this in more details if desired. 

1 1

Cutters Ridge The Sooner the better, signal preferred but ok with roundabout. 

Timber Ridge Concern drivers will speed up after leaving signal. Not able to cross if additional lanes are added to enter or exit neighborhood. 1

Sapphire Pointe Looking forward to its completion!

Timber Canyon

Is Crowfoot/Knobcone an "intersection" that will have a dedicated turn lane? It really needs to be. Recommending a roundabout at Diamond Ridge. Replace trees lost do to retention pond work. This is a cut and paste from HOA Facebook page:

1, our “escape hatch” to turn left onto Crowfoot from Knobcone is at risk (“To improve safety [?], the project team recommends removing the initially proposed acceleration lanes for left-turning traffic from residential side streets onto Crowfoot Valley Road.”). The current acceleration lane out of Knobcone was the 

result of years of lobbying by our HOA Board* (*several members of our current board were instrumental in this effort - no board I sat on ever did more than whine. We got nowhere. Our board’s progress here was a huge win for all of us, especially any young family heading towards Sage Canyon Elementary or 

beyond). 

Anyone who needs to head towards Franktown on Crowfoot will remember playing chicken to get through Crowfoot traffic out of Knobcone, before we got our turn lane. Now there’s more of traffic coming from both directions, and our access to Crowfoot is at risk.

2, in order to accommodate the widening, the Town will dig deeper into its easement against the Crowfoot border of our neighborhood. This is about the 5th time in the 15 years we’ve been here the Town has crept even closer to our neighbors’ back yards, notwithstanding the existence of undeveloped open space 

across the street.

Over the years, various options and mitigants have been discussed, such as a sound barrier (read: wall or berm) along Crowfoot (and Founders), and/or a traffic circle at the Diamond Ridge intersection (which would allow folks in our neighborhood to simply turn around v. risk darting across and into traffic). Folks 

may also recall the work recently done on the retention pond, and the removal of 15+ mature pines on HOA property, and our expectation that the Town would replace the trees it eliminated. Landscaping and trees can help mitigate some of the privacy and noise effects of the project. These are concepts that do not 

seem to have made it off the drafting board.

#

We've (Timber Canyon) been a good partner to the Town over the years. We've quitclaimed property to you at least twice to accomodate Founders/Crowfoot intersection work - got nothing in return. You cut down mature trees around the retention pond and never re-planted. It took years to get us a modest 

accomodation out of the neighborhood via Knobcone, and now that's gone. Moreover, in the 13 years we've been here, this is about the 9th multi-million dollar project addressing the same 5-600 yards of road. 

Just be thoughtful about this and do it right. The most complete solution here is a traffic circle at Diamond Ridge. Obviously, folks trying to turn into that community will be taking their lives into their hands cutting across an expressway. A traffic circle slows everyone down, gives those folks a safe way to get on and 

off crowfoot, and our neighborhood a relatively simple way to get out of our neighborhood and back to the Founders/Crowfoot intersection. The time to do it is now, when you have the space south of Crowfoot, and you're ripping everything up (again) anyway.

We (Timber Canyon) also need something. We were an affluent pocket of homes on a sleepy corner of Crowfoot and Founders that has paid our fair share for years. We deserve consideration. Thanks

1 1

Get a traffic stop at Macanta. Create speed traps. Separate the bike lanes. Protect your people from the crazy ones. 1

Taller roadway medians would be great- it’s hard to enter crowfoot from a cross street (Macanta Blvd) and seeing the lanes- especially when raining. Would also recommend a traffic light at the Macanta intersection. If increasing traffic on crowfoot and adding houses and potentially a school to our neighborhood, it’d be more 

helpful/safer to add a light at our intersection (rather than sapphire point). 

I use these lanes to enter crowfoot, especially when traffic is heavy. I would imagine there would be more serious accidents at the sapphire point and Macanta intersections if the acceleration lanes are removed. 

All are okay with the exception of the location of the traffic light- it should be at Macanta Blvd. This would also help slow traffic down to the 40mph limit sooner. 1 1 1 1

Please put a traffic light at Macanta Blvd. With the number of houses being put in with the Macanta development we will most certainly need a traffic light at Crowfoot and Macanta Blvd. It is already scary turing left out of macanta Blvd WITH the acceleration lane. Without it will be worse and can lead to more accidents 

especially when a bike lane is added. 1 1

I am very encouraged by this aspect of the project. I am curious if there is a long term plan to provide another way to connect to I-25 from this area, perhaps via the Happy Canyon interchange. This might provide some relief to the intersection at Founders & Crowfoot if drivers had another route. 1

N/A On-street bike lanes need some type of protection from traffic, like a concrete curb that prevents trucks from coming into the bike lanes. Without this protection, the bike lanes are a waste and the sidewalks will be used. Crosswalks that exist without traffic signals need flashing lights at a minimum. Thank you.

Diamond Ridge
Definitely will appreciate the dual lanes each direction, and dedicated right turn acceleration lane out of Diamond Ridge. Traffic signal at Sapphire Point seems essential to create traffic breaks at peak times for left turns out of Diamond Ridge. Concur with bike lane additions.If Diamond Ridge traffic warrants a traffic light 

eventually, would like crosswalk to eastbound lane sidewalk. Also, would like to know what to expect road access to be like (number of lanes available, full road closures at various times, etc.) during the construction phase in 2023-2024. 1

Timber Ridge

The CR Town staff is always so nice.. thanks. Just an FYI.. you are saying a 16' median.. which is confusing.. do you mean 16 INCH " median? I have concerns with the narrow lanes and all the increased truck traffic. I know everything is expensive but if you live in this area and have to drive CROWFOOT you know how the 

truck traffic has increased and they take more width than cars. There is very little pedestrian traffic and you are putting much effort into a wide sidewalk which is costly. Your presentation boards..are just that.. presentation.. but reality may be a bit different.  My opinion is that the overall design is fine.. the engineers have done 

their job.. but the narrowing won't slow down traffic for more that a few drives.. then it just becomes dangerous. Removing the left turn lane.. really? Just to save a bit of money. We hear the cars racing on Crowfoot.. How does a turning driver judge the oncoming racer? Thank-you for asking for our thoughts... I realize the 

Colorado State DOT is providing their input. Has anyone done a count on the number of large trucks, 4 x 4's SUV's in Castle Rock and Douglas County? This would be a guide to narrowing the road. 1

Timber Ridge
We are in Timber Ridge (timber canyon road.) I realize there are no great traffic solutions with the amount building being allowed. The 16’ island seems to be a loss of some usable space. The response we kept getting is “the engineer said!” Is there any thought to getting another engineer, that may have some out-of -the-box 

ideas ( I’m not sure that type of engineer exists??). 1

Sapphire Pointe 

 One of the big problems is the outside turn lane from Founders onto Crowfoot. It is a race to get up the hill and people don't merge well. The biggest need is a traffic light. Some want a round about but with the constant stream of traffic that comes, it will be even harder to get into a roundabout. A traffic light is the best 

resolution.

Diamond Ridge

Why not install a roundabout at the Sapphire Pointe Blvd. intersection with Crowfoot Valley Rd. as opposed to the proposed traffic light? It would keep traffic moving at all times. If a traffic light is ultimately installed, please make it as intelligent as possible. No having it change for no reason at any time. That is exceedingly 

frustrating. Regarding the proposed plan of no traffic control (other than a stop sign) on Diamond Ridge Parkway at Crowfoot Valley Road: This is very short sighted and accidents will happen. 

Left turns from DRP and Sapphire Pointe Boulevard need something to give them time to get out there onto northbound CVR.

Suggestion: See intersection of US 24 at US 285 in Johnson Corners, CO at https://www.google.com/maps/@38.8100854,-106.1128884,1200m/data=!3m1!1e3. 

This T-intersection has southbound US 285 with a through lane while westbound US 24 has signalized access on to southbound US 285 with an island separating the through traffic from the accelerating traffic. Meter the traffic light to be on-demand only for the DRP eastbound to CVR northbound traffic.

The dedicated right turn lanes in Johnson Village are not appropriate to this situation in Castle Rock.

In fact, for the relatively small amounts of traffic from Diamond Ridge Estates and Sapphire Pointe that turn north, this solution would probably provide better traffic flow for southbound CVR at all times over a traditional signalized intersection at both locations.

I don't believe I've seen this type of intersection anywhere around here. I hope this expands your traffic engineering possibilities.

1

Sapphire Pointe I like the idea of the medians, I would just like to see trees and some lighting. Install the light at Sapphire Pointe ASAP!.Is it still too late to install a roundabout at SP? 1 1

Sapphire Pointe I agree to removing left turn acceleration lane, but it takes forever to be able to turn left!I would prefer bike lanes to be off street and go all the way to Stroh Ranch. 1

Sapphire Pointe I wish it was a roundabout instead of a light at SPB and crowfoot. Seems like it would be safer and more efficient 1

Proposed MediansProposed elimination of left-out acceleration lanes
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Sapphire Pointe 

We've noticed an increase of accidents at the intersection of Sapphire Pointe Blvd. and Crowfoot. A light or roundabout at this intersection I feel would really help with the speeding. Additionally, the timer for the light at Crowfoot and Founders needs to be revisited to handle all this traffic. Currently if you're traveling Southbound 

on Crowfoot to make a left at the light on Founders, it only lets four cars per lane go through before immediately switching to red. During high traffic times like school dropoffs, each lane can be backed up to 8+ cars. The light doesn't change again for another 2+ minutes. Traffic is going to back up severely with all this growth if 

the light timer isn't changed to allow more cars to turn left from Crowfoot to Founders at a time. Thank you. 

Sapphire Pointe We definitely need a traffic signal at Sapphire Pointe Blvd. We have had numerous crashes, including at least 2 fatal in the last few years and with the new developments and the road widening it's just getting worse. 

Greater safety is needed on Crowfoot Valley Road so I am glad that additional improvements are on the horizon. However, with a large neighborhood being built that is intended to potentially host multiple schools for children, the Macanta Neighborhood has the greatest need for a traffic signal. School starts and work begins 

for a large amount of the population at the same time. However school is let out before the evening rush home. So, I believe crossing Crowfoot from the Macanta neighborhood to head into CR in the morning has a greater danger potential than the Sapphire Pointe group would face crossing Crowfoot onto Sapphire Point Blvd 

in the evening. Children are the most important passengers and must be kept safe. 

I think putting in a signal light at the Crowfoot / Sapphire Pointe intersection is not in keeping with the town's or state's values of climate interest or efficiency. A round about is more effective: it is faster in commuting time, helps slow down speeders, and reduces pollutants.

1

Please install a light at Sapphire Pointe Nlvd and Crowfoot. There is too much traffic for a roundabout. 

I recommend and support approval of the original 4 lane with median with decell and accel lanes coming out of the major neighborhood entrances. keep the traffic speed up on this major thoroughfare. I object to the alternative of of a roundabout and slowing the speed limit. and most of the other suggestions I heard brought up. 

The four lane road design as presented is appropriate for carrying the heavy traffic expected in this area. This is NOT a subdivision entrance road. This is a major thoroughfare from Castle Rock to Parker. Other similar roads in the area like Founders parkway, Parker road with four lanes can safely carry vehicles at normal 

speeds. Speed reduction here is not necessary. 1 1

Sapphire Pointe
I live in Sapphire Pointe, I see lots of speeding traffic on Crowfoot Valley. I'm ok with the widening project except for one thing; I really believe the planned Traffic Signal at Sapphire Pointe Blvd will do nothing to make the road safer. Please reconsider the Roundabout option at Sapphire Pointe Blvd - roundabouts are efficient, 

effective and will improve the safety of Crowfoot Valley Road. 1

Diamond Ridge I would like traffic circles and lights. Too many people drive too fast on these streets. There is no need to widen crowfoot just limit the amount of housing developments. We need to add more schools and resources to support the growth not just raised medians 1 1

Diamond Ridge
We have lived in DR for 23 years. As an avid cyclist, I often ride north on Crowfoot. In addition, we often turn left when going to Parker Road. My absolute concern and fear, is trying to go left past four lanes of speeding traffic on my bike which will be treacherous given the speed mentality of drivers. And, trying to make a left 

in a car; it is tough as it is.Put a light in, we all know with the rampant growth, that traffic estimates are just that; estimates which are most likely an educated guess at best. 1

Timber Canyon
Speed limit from Founders to the north end of the new expansion needs to be in the 30-35mph range, now that there is not an acceleration lane from Knobcone turning left onto Crowfoot. Bike lanes are the last thing the taxpayer should worry about. Also, begin the construction of a road from Crowfoot to Happy Canyon, so 

as to join I-25. This will lessen the pressure on the Crowfoot widening project and Founders. Reduce the steepness of Crowfoot during this widening project.

Timber Canyon

This is yet another example of how the Town continues to make sacrifices at the altar of our car culture. Whether it be Plum Creek, Founders, I-25, or any street in downtown, Castle Rock is surrounded, bisected, and inundated with busy roads. Our waking paths and open spaces are polluted with noise, the proposed 

sidewalk for this expansion will be degraded by its proximity to a busy road with fast traffic (we know people do not obey speed limits), and the Town continues to miss opportunities to preserve what drew so many people here.My family and I are planning to leave Castle Rock because incessant traffic, fast speeds, and wide 

roads have detracted from whatever else the area has to offer. This road expansion will mean Crowfoot is mere feet from residential back yards. It will create an unpleasant experience for pedestrians and bikers, it will make exiting certain communities difficult and it will pass without concern. It’s sad but to be 

expected.Instead of wider medians why not build wider sidewalks and buffers between the sidewalk and road? This won’t happen because it does not serve the interest of cars.

This reduces safety for residents who will now how to dodge traffic to exit their communities. What about us? Should we bear the risk of excessively fast, distracted drivers simply to try and leave our neighborhoods? If safety matters put a stop light at Knobcone. But, like buffers between the road and sidewalks, this won’t 

happen. 

1 1 1

Diamond Ridge

Overall the total roadway needs to be wider. I support roundabouts to slow all traffic. As a cyclist on road bike lanes can be perilous to using more off the road for cars and building dedicated bike/multi use paths down the entire road would help. Overall the total roadway needs to be wider. I support roundabouts to slow all 

traffic. As a cyclist on road bike lanes can be perilous to using more off the road for cars and building dedicated bike/multi use paths down the entire road would help. What is really needed are additional routes to get easily and quickly to I-25. A big part of the problem is that we have so much more traffic and it is all funneled 

back to founders. I think Happy Canyon should be opened from diamond ridge to I25 and another route to Castle Pines Parkway. 1

Timber Canyon

Wider and taller medians make sense. I would be in favor of lower (30-35 mph) speed limits as well. If the left turn acceleration lane from Knobcone Drive onto Crowfoot Valley is removed then it will make it nearly impossible to make that left turn during rush hours. This severely negatively impacts my entire community. From 

the design details that were provided during the town hall, it seems clear that these updates are being made for the benefit of Sapphire Pointe and Macanta communities at the detriment of the communities closer to Founders Parkway. On street bike lanes seems to be of limited benefit considering the lack of bikers currently 

encountered on Crowfoot Valley Rd. What is being done to mitigate road noise? The increasing amount of traffic on Crowfoot Valley Rd has been causing a nuisance to nearby communities. Creating more lanes to accommodate increasing traffic without mitigating associated noise or lowering speed limits does not seem 

prudent or in the best interest of residents in affected communities. 1 1

Timber Canyon

I am one of the closest homes backing up to Crowfoot and I'll be honest, the growth has increased road noise significantly over the years. I would, of course, love to see some kind of a retaining hill or wall, but also appreciate that the town is doing what they can to mitigate the speed (which helps with noise).

I am concerned that if the street is widened at Knobcone, those turning from Founders to Crowfoot will accelerate significantly after the turn. Speeds in our back yards are obviously concerning to the residences of Timber Canyon. 

Right now the merging of the two lanes to one is a natural speed deterrent and has worked REALLY well. Also, the left protected turn out of our neighborhood provides us with a safe way to exit and merge into Crowfoot traffic headed to Founders. 1

Diamond Ridge Passive traffic controls such as medians will likely have minimal impact to mitigate the expected huge increase in local traffic. Please provide traffic controls at each intersection where neighborhoods enter or exit crowfoot valley road including Diamond Ridge. Turn lanes and bike lanes will be great. 1 1

Sapphire Pointe
yes, to median improvements and no to a roundabout. If traffic signal is installed there is no need for the left turn acceleration lane, but consider adding one at Diamond Ridge. Coordination of lights from founders/crowfoot and Sapphire/crowfoot  would enable the diamond ridge and timber ridge people turning left to have a 

break. DO NOT put light at Diamond Ridge, winter conditions on the hill will be bad. 1 1 1

Cutters Ridge Sidewalks and bike lanes wanted, happy with suggested plans to slow down traffic. 1

Diamond Ridge

Sidewalk is a huge plus! I am shocked at the lack of consideration for the local neighborhoods. I cannot make a left turn from

Diamond Ridge Pkwy as it is. How the heck am I supposed to cross 4 lanes of traffic? Is it possible to put a roundabout? Which would slow traffic and allow me to safely leave my neighborhood?

1 1 1

For the most part, the Crowfoot project is probably as good as we can expect.  T the e one thing that I absolutely disagree with is narrowing traffic lanes to accommodate the massive raised medians - medians of that type are wholly unnecessary, and I believe will contribute to greatly increased problems during the 

winter months.  Snow plowing has always been problematic in this area, and this just adds another ‘target’ for cars on slick roads and wind-driven road anomalies - narrow lanes just make it worse. I am not convinced that traffic volume warrants a signal at Sapphire Pointe, but I suppose it is inevitable despite the 

really low volume of delays and accidents there. 1

Timber Canyon You are seriously degrading the ability to exit onto Crowfoot from Knobcone. The exiting lanes provide a safe way to turn left from Knobcone. With increased traffic and no acceleration lane, this will be quite dangerous. What happened to the traffic circle at Diamond Ridge or Timber Ridge 1 1

Timber Canyon
SAFETY... Right & Left turn lanes are essential. Adding a traffic light at Sapphire ( Isn't there a light already at the Firestation #155?) is similar to a Race Track. Once it turns green let's see who gets to Founders Parkway first? And it'll get worse once the motorist pass Diamond Ridge on there southbound downslope of 

Crowfoot Valley. Connecting Hess Roadway to I25 mitigate traffic congestion? Will the existing traffic concerns continue for all residents ( existing and new ) along Crowfoot Valley? Should the Town look outside the 'Box' to see if there is another route connecting to I25 1

Timber Ridge

I HIGHLY doubt the suggested median is going to reduce speeds enough to create a safe driving environment. Castle Rock, you can do better than this current plan. PLEASE RECONSIDER how you are going to slow down traffic on Crowfoot Valley. It should start with a change in the speed limit. A roundabout would also 

help. Speed bumps would be the best option to reduce speed but probably not that practical on a road that is handling that much traffic My big concerns are abllity to access Crowfoot Valley in either direction from ALL neighborhoods and reducing speeds in the area. Not convinced either are addressed in the current plan. 

The neighborhoods need to have SAFE access to Crowfoot Valley Parkway. Please note that the changes made to Founders/Crowfoot access were a disaster. Making two turn lanes onto Crowfoot and then immediately merging in to one lane IS NOT working. Two through lanes is a great idea but you have to allow for 

neighborhood access in both directions on to Crowfoot Valley. I support the traffic signal at Sapphire Point. 1 1

Sapphire Pointe
Bike lanes are excellent. A lot of bikes out there. Mesa connects to the end of sapphire point Blvd. why is it closed? The access to happy canyon would greatly decrease traffic at the crowfoot entrance. Open to any safety improvements 

I generally feel the issues are due to impatience. I like the accel lanes 1

Sapphire Pointe Remove accel lanes only if you put a signal at SP. Traffic Signal is needed at SP 1

Sapphire Pointe

I don't believe a wider taller roadway would slow down driving speeds. However, a median would hopefully prevent people from passing in "No Passing " Zones. Widening the roadway would just encourage the people to drive even faster than the already do, especially the racing that goes on during the early morning hours. I 

am in favor of the sidewalks, and bike lanes. I strongly disapprove of a Traffic Signal at the intersection of Crowfoot Valley Rd and Sapphire Pointe. A "roundabout" would be much be alternative to a Traffic Signal. It would slow traffic and prevent people running reds lights as they currently due at Crowfoot and Founders (not to 

mention throughout the town). 1

Timber Canyon Without the acceleration lanes the best way to improve safety is to reduce the speed on Crowfoot, Again, imposing a 35 mph limit that is occasionally enforced by police is the best way to improve safety. 1 1

Sapphire Pointe I'm in support of the plan for calming features. Remove the plan for a stoplight at Sapphire Pointe Blvd and replace with a traffic circle. This was the original plan and is better for traffic flow and has a calming effect. 1 1

Timber Canyon
I do not think wider and taller medians are a good idea and will not result in slower driving speeds. Wider medians will do nothing except take up precious space and make driving lanes narrower or fewer driving lanes. This will not improve safety. Consider keeping the bike lane out of the street and have them on a sidewalk. 

Keep the acceleration lanes for all cross streets where driver must wait for a coinciding break in oncoming traffic from both directions. Use as much of the right of way as necessary to make this intersection work well this time and avoid redoing it again in two years. 1 1

Timber Ridge

I'm concerned about being able to get into and out of Timber Ridge. Currently, even to join Crowfoot traffic in the morning headed towards Founders Rd, which is a right hand turn from the neighborhood is often challenging just because of volume of traffic headed towards Founders in the morning. The complicating factor here 

is that looking left or north from Timber Ridge the sight line distance is short as a result of looking up the hill to the crest. Thus, you often do not know if another car will come over the hill just as you think you are ready to join the traffic. Turning left out fo the neighborhood is always a challenge because of the limited sight line 

up the hill when viewing the traffic lane that must be crossed and then trying to join the volume of traffic headed up the hill from Founders. With the expected increase in traffic it will become almost impossible to join the flow of traffic out of the neighborhood onto Crowfoot in either direction. Previously, there was to be a traffic 

circle installed a the entrance of Timber Ridge to slow the traffic and make joining the flow much easier. I hope that this will be reconsidered. 
1

Timber Canyon

The wider and taller roadway medians may help serve to encourage slower driving speeds, however, they will not improve the aesthetics of the area. In an effort to further reduce driving speeds and harmonize with the surrounding area, landscaping the medians with trees rather than unsightly rocks (which will likely foster 

weeds as well) is recommended. The spaces dedicated for acceleration and deceleration will only work if the through traffic is slowed to allow safe merging. The speed limit in this area should be reduced to accommodate the conditions such as limited sight lines and road slope, which cannot be remedied. Any design for this 

area that fails to actively slow vehicle speeds will result in dangerous conditions and a decline to the overall beauty of the area. Speeds on Crowfoot, to the southwest of Timber Canyon Drive, were recently reduced near the intersection at Timber Canyon Drive. However, enforcement of that 35 MPH speed limit does not 

appear to have been actively continued to address the safety concern in this area. What are the Town's long-term plans to support the infrastructure changes with active enforcement of this safety zone that Mayor Gray and Town Council members support? Have permanent or temporary photo radar cameras been evaluated 

to incentivize drivers to observe the stated limits in this highly congested area? 

Previous iterations of the CVR Widening Project concepts indicated a design objective to provide protective measures for pedestrians crossing CVR, however, current plans appear to have removed any type of crossing or other features for pedestrian safety. In fact, the raised medians further restrict the potential crossing 

locations along the route. Considering the new trailhead feature across from Knobcone Drive will require crossing five lanes and expanded medians to get from the east side to the west, dedicated pedestrian crossing areas with appropriate signage and flashing lights should be restored to the design. High visibility and active 

signage will help in numerous ways to keep pedestrians and motorists safe.

FAQ's on the Town's website appear to be contradictory regarding funding. In updates made on October 27, 2022, FAQ item 7 indicates "there are currently more project needs identified than there are projected funds to implement them", but item 12 states "The current funding available for the project is about $4.2 million. 

These funds are expected to be sufficient to complete the needed improvements for the corridor." Residents in the area of this project have been active and vocal about the desire for sound mitigation measures to be considered a need because of the impact to the quality of life resulting from the current and projected traffic 

levels along this route. It is recommended that the Town reconcile and clearly state the "needs" along with the associated funding capabilities to address those needs, and strongly urged to include noise mitigation measures along Crowfoot among them.

Construction hours for the approved project must be respectful of the homes within close proximity of the work being performed. No night work should be allowed in this residential area.
1

Timber Ridge

I'm ok with the traffic signal at Sapphire Pointe Boulevard, but I wish ALL of these intersections were round-abouts.  I appreciate the two through lanes in both directions of Crowfoot. I appreciate the dedicated left- and right-turn lanes at intersections. I appreciate the on-street bike lanes.  However, I would like to paint them 

green like the City of Boulder does. My wish would be to have Crowfoot Valley Rd would mimic the incredibly well done Promenade Pkwy by the Outlets. Southbound side on Crowfoot Valley Rd as it approaches Founders Pkwy can be extremely unsafe in the winter months.  I strongly feel that reducing the speed with round-

abouts at Timer Canyon Dr and Knobcone Dr will greatly help with this safety issue.  Pedestrians walking on the only sidewalk available at that intersection is very concerning. 1 1

Diamond Ridge

At least 1 additional traffic signal and a left-turn merge lane is needed immediately at Diamond Ridge Pkwy. Also, if there is limited space that eliminates accel/merge lanes, then eliminating or moving the bike lane and sidewalk from the northbound side of the roadway is preferable. A roundabout is preferable to a traffic signal 

at Sapphire Pointe Blvd. A traffic signal slows/stops traffic only when yellow or red. In contrast, a roundabout ALWAYS slows traffic without impeding its flow into or out of the roundabout. This option was also first suggested by the 4-community (Sapphire Pointe, Diamond Ridge, Timber Ridge, Timber Canyon) “working group” 

that responded to the Town’s request for input/feedback on Crowfoot intersection controls in Jan 2021. 1 1

Diamond Ridge It is already very difficult to turn left onto Crowfoot Valley from Diamond Ridge. This is going to be terrible for us. 1

Sapphire Pointe Keep accel lanes, no median improvements. Keep it flowing, don’t add more traffic lights, get rid of bike lanes. And create a safe bike/pedestrian path. 1

Cliffside From Macanta to Founders can’t be more than a mile and a half - to be safe a 35 mph wouldn’t cause more than an extra minute or two to a drive. 

Diamond Ridge

The new proposed right-turn (southbound) acceleration lanes at Diamond Ridge and Timber Ridge are a step in the right direction. However, to provide the same level of safety TURNING LEFT (northbound) at these 2 intersections, we need left-turn accel/merge lanes as well. Without these and/or more intersection controls, 

motorists will experience significant delays when attempting to make left-turns (northbound) from Diamond Ridge Estates and Timber Ridge. With double the number of lanes on Crowfoot, left-turners will now have to wait and negotiate crossing 2 lanes of southbound traffic instead of the current 1 lane.The Town’s assertion 

that there’s “inadequate merge length” to accomplish this is tied directly to your unwillingness to lower speed limits, as first recommended in April 2021 by a “working group” representing almost 1200 homeowners. These 4 neighborhoods recommended that the Town establish a “SLOW/SAFE ZONE” with reduced speed limits 

of 30-35mph. As speeds are reduced, shorter acceleration lanes become safer. So please lower the speed, and take the space out of the 16 foot wide median to accommodate accel/merge lanes at these two intersections. 

__________________________________________________________________
1

Diamond Ridge

I think the taller medians are necessary but wider at the expense of straighter roads in this area would negate the road being wider. BIG mistake remove the proposed acceleration lanes for left-turning traffic from residential side streets onto Crowfoot Valley Road. It is almost impossible to turn left from Diamond Ridge 

Parkway at rush hour both in the morning and afternoon currently so I was optimistic when the left turn acceleration lanes were proposed. I think the bike lanes are a big mistake. Cars generally feel that these lanes are open to them so anyone who travels on Crowfoot on a bike is nothing short of putting their lives at risk. The 

two lanes each direction is a good idea if these lanes have a medium even if it is only 2 feet wide just to keep someone from passing in the other direction's lane. Traffic signal at Sapphire is a good ideated would be helpful for folks on Diamond Ridge Pkwy to make that left turn even though most cars leaving Sapphire will be 

able to turn right on a red the light will top those coming out of Macanta. 1

Sapphire Pointe I think roundabouts at major intersections like Sapphire Pointe and Crowfoot Valley Road.would eliminate the need for left and right turn lanes and reduce traffic speeds, increasing safety. 1

Timber Ridge

My understanding is that the plan is for only a single traffic signal at Sapphire Pt, If there are no other traffic controls planned, the result of this in addition to a wider divider will make is extremely unsafe entering Crowfoot Valley Rd from our subdivision. This is very concerning as a left turn onto Crowfoot Valley (North) from my 

subdivision, without an acceleration late will be nearly impossible and quite unsafe, especially based on the volume of cars and the high speeds that they tend to travel. 1 1

Puma Ridge
Great project! The removal of an acceleration lane or transition lane will prove to have deadly consequences. The example of Avenida del Sol's lt. turn egress onto Founders Pky. is a good example. Without that lane, it would be extremely dangerous to make that turn.Have the construction company remove cones when not 

working if possible. These cones and weather contributed to unnecessary deaths in this area. 1

Timber Ridge Wider and taller medians may work in studies, but are those where the motorist are traveling down a steep hill? Left turns are the main issue, no acceleration lane = accidents. Please put in left turn acc lanes in, this is dangerous enough with limited sight distance to pull out safely. 1

Timber Ridge

This has been repeatedly prioritized as a necessary widening to accommodate the arterial realities of the projected and still growing estimated vehicle counts. I strongly urge creation of a Safety (slow speed) zone from town Boundary down to Founders to equalize the Arterial concepts with needed safety and entry/exit 

concerns along this short corridor for the thousands of Castle Rock and County (Micanta) residences that can only use this short corridor to leave and come to their homes. Town and County planners appear to be only prioritizing Arterial necessities, and downgrading local residents needs for safe entry and exit to their 

communities. Slow sppeds down to 35 mph though out the Zone 

Sapphire Pointe
Please lower speeds through that area!! Cars coming over 50 miles an hour give us little time to turn left onto Crowfoot. I have two young drivers in my house. It scares me to death and the recent fatal accident shows that speeds MUST be reduced and enforces as drivers approach these neighborhoods. I would prefer a 

round about, but if not, a light is beyond necessary and needs to happen NOW!!! This stretch has proved deadly. Please lower speeds, install measures to stop or slow traffic. I don't really care how but the timeline MUST be moved up to ASAP. This should be a priortiy. 1

Diamond Ridge

The traffic light at Sapphire Pointe will need to be calibrated perfectly with the left turn light on Founders Parkway or people at Diamond Ridge will NEVER be able to turn left. Why isn’t there another way to I-25? It’s ridiculous that the gate between Diamond Ridge Parkway and Happy Canyon Road hasn’t been opened. This 

would be an easy, nearly cost-free way to reduce the load on Crowfoot and Founders. This road is PUBLIC, I’ve seen it plowed and maintained much more regularly than the side streets. Why isn’t it utilized like a public road?

Sapphire Pointe

I am in favor of roundabouts where possible. 

Bike lanes are crucial and really need physical barriers more than lines to be safe.
1

Timber Ridge I like what I see, no other comments from me

Timber Ridge

People wanting to exit Timber Ridge already have long wait times and safety issues. The left hand turn is especially troublesome. It will be made worse and more dangerous by adding two lanes of traffic to contend with. Vehicles are moving at high rates of speed down a hill which makes visibility an issue. Now there will be two 

lanes to contend with. Please find a better solution for the residents of Timber Ridge. 

Separate email to Cavey: I am writing to request your attention to the expansion of Crowfoot Valley Road outside of the TimberRidge Subdivision. Exiting our subdivision is already a problem. We have a downhill to the north of us which makes visibility an issue when vehicles are traveling at most speeds. One has to enter 

traffic without much notice on a right hand turn. Left hand turns are nearly impossible at certain times of the day. The new plan to add another lane of southbound traffic will exacerbate this issue and then to take out an acceleration lane for people making left turns? Wow! 

Our neighborhood already has issues trying to leave the subdivision and now the planners are actually making it dangerous for us. The barriers that are supposed to slow traffic down are questionable - most people speed down the hill starting at Diamond Ridge. Remember the signs on Crowfoot near Founders Parkway that 

showed speeds? These were supposed to slow people down but only showed that most people drove too fast there. 

1
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Sapphire Pointe

I am in favor of additional lanes both directions and I think it is critical to have traffic management at both Diamond Ridge and Sapphire Pointe. A roundabout at Sapphire point would provide a continuous reduction of speed vs. a light that would only control when yellow and red. I also believe there needs to be a dedicated bike 

lane away from traffic since this used to be a very heavy bike traffic road. 1

Timber Ridge

Timber Canyon needs 2 through lanes and a dedicated right turn lane on Crowfoot. The current merge is a mess, especially when heavy equipment is involved. Bothe communities need left turn acceleration lanes. 2 through lanes in both directions would be helpful, especially as more traffic picks up on Crowfoot. I am 

concerned that you have not adequately taken into account the need for both Timber Ridge and Timber Canyon to have the acceleration lanes. There are times where I have had to wait for an extended period of time to make a left hand turn, and this will only get worse with the median and lack of acceleration lanes. 1

Diamond Ridge
The speed limit must be lowered to 30mph from Saphire point to Founders Parkway. Acceleration lanes must be retained to allow residents to safely merge when exiting their neighborhoods. Stoplights and/or roundabouts are necessary to allow residents to safely turn out of their neighborhoods. It’s dangerous enough 

negotiating a turn across two lanes of traffic. Four lanes will lead to more accidents and likely fatalities. The expansion of Crowfoot should be terminated and an alternate route should be pursued. 

Diamond Ridge

Perhaps putting a traffic light in now at the Diamond Ridge entrance makes sense while you're doing the construction anyway. Why do we need to wait to tear the roads apart in the future to do this, or worse yet, why wait until there is a serious accident to do so. The new proposed right-turn (southbound) acceleration lanes at 

Diamond Ridge and Timber Ridge are a step in the right direction. However, to provide the same level of safety TURNING LEFT (northbound) at these 2 intersections, we need left-turn accel/merge lanes as well. Without these and/or more intersection controls, motorists will experience significant delays when attempting to 

make left-turns (northbound) from Diamond Ridge Estates and Timber Ridge. With double the number of lanes on Crowfoot, left-turners will now have to wait and negotiate crossing 2 lanes of southbound traffic instead of the current 1 lane.

The Town’s assertion that there’s “inadequate merge length” to accomplish this is tied directly to your unwillingness to lower speed limits, as first recommended in April 2021 by a “working group” representing almost 1200 homeowners. These 4 neighborhoods recommended that the Town establish a “SLOW/SAFE ZONE” 

with reduced speed limits of 30-35mph. As speeds are reduced, shorter acceleration lanes become safer. So please lower the speed, and take the space out of the 16 foot wide median to accommodate accel/merge lanes at these two intersections. 
1

Timber Ridge
I already have problems leaving Timber Ridge to head north easily, and all these changes sound like they will do nothing make this easier or safer. I would ask you to please consider again the option of traffic circles which would definitely slow traffic and allow for those of us living in these adjacent neighborhoods to more 

safely gain access to Crowfoot. 1

Diamond Ridge We need left accel lanes. It takes FOREVER to turn left out of our neighborhood now. Medians won't help slow drivers 1 1

Timber rRidge

PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE LEFT TURN ACCELERATION LANES FROM THE PLAN! I do not see the wider median having any influence on speed. If the stats on lane narrowing to reduce speed are in fact there, go ahead and narrow the lanes….but please use the median space and extra inches from lane narrowing to 

provide for protected left turn acceleration lanes out of the neighrhoods. I have heard said that the length of the space does not allow for a combined acceleration/deceleration lane between Timber Ridge and Diamond Ridge going uphill(northbound). It is the same length of space as the lane between the two neighborhoods 

going on the downhill side of the street(southbound) which is also for acceleration/deceleration. So that argument does not hold water for not installing the northbound acceleration lanes. 1

Timber Canyon

Do NOT remove the acceleration lane or the right hand turn lane on Crowfoot to Knobcone Dr. I Really appreciate left hand turn lane onto Crowfoot from Knobcone for safety reasons.

Traffic lights need to be synced (absolute necessity)f put at Sapphire Point Bl and Founders to allow all neighborhoods affected to get in and out of their respective neighborhoods. A general comment is on the short caution lights in town. Flagrant violation I see every day. One reason, I believe, is because the caution light is 

TOO SHORT and if you are going 40-45 mph you are unable to stop in time to avoid slamming on your brakes. I have never seen so many accidents as there are here locally and I am 74 years old and I have lived in 3 different states. Can't drivers be stiffly fined and income generated from flagrant, unsafe drivers??I believe 

it would help immensely cut down on accidents if the speed limit were enforced. Very unhappy with lack of planning by town. Quality of life is impacted greatly for me. I would NOT have moved here if this had been disclosed when we bought our home.

How did this huge development get passed over by Castle Rock's needs and then was accepted by unincorporated Doug County? We are directly affected in the town of Castle Rock by substantially increased traffic and noise

1

Timber Ridge

I think safety is a major concern. With so many cars projected I believe it makes sense to increase the amount of traffic lights along Crowfoot. That would keep traffic moving in an orderly fashion, slow cars down, and make it less dangerous for cars turning left out of residential neighbors. Being a resident of Timber Ridge I 

would like to have a light at our entrance. It is already hard making a left turn during Peak driving times. And keep speed limits down. These are the only things I see adding to safety in the event of 30,000+ cars a day.  Crowfoot Valley Road is a road that primarily services residential neighborhoods. The traffic, noise and 

safety are already issues with not even 15,000 cars a day. No one in the communities that line the road want it to become the size of a large highway, which seems to be the end goal here. This should have been planned out before Macanta all the other new communities were built. That said, at a minimum there should be an 

alternative route into Castle Rock and to the I-25 and traffic lights into the Timber Ridge, Sapphire Ridge and Macanta communities. In addition to what is being planned (above) there should also be sound walls along Crowfoot to alleviate noise. We already hear loud traffic noise from our street and do not want it to get worse. 1

Diamond Ridge

By watching the traffic calming solution that was implemented in Diamond Ridge, I can assure you that taller medians will not lower speeds for a majority of people driving on Crowfoot. While I realize the chicanes are not the same as higher medians, the premise is the same - to slow traffic by narrowing or creating a 

perceived narrowing of the road. All day long I watch people cruise at high speeds effortlessly through these chicanes and am continuously followed with people on my bumper because I slow down. These prove to be more of a fun obstacle to weave through at high speeds, than a deterrent to speeding. Without any other 

measures proposed for people to safely get across the additional lanes of traffic (a light or a roundabout), removing acceleration lanes from the plan is several accidents, and most likely fatalities in the making. There are many areas in Castle Rock where these lanes are essential in order to merge into the fast moving traffic 

that we have in Castle Rock (many people are traveling at least 20 miles above posted speed limits), including just down Crowfoot at Timber Canyon, for many fewer residents than we have in Diamond Ridge and our neighbors in Puma Ridge, Cliffside and Sapphire Point who also use Diamond Ridge Parkway to access 

Crowfoot Valley Rd. I cannot see how removing these lanes will increase safety, but rather accomplish the opposite.Please lower the speed limit and take space from the large proposed medians to allow room for acceleration lanes.  At least 1 additional traffic light and a left-turn merge lane is needed at Diamond Ridge 

Parkway. A roundabout is preferable at Sapphire Point Blvd., as a traffic signal only slows down traffic when it is red. A roundabout will always slow traffic and would also mark an entrance into a slower speed zone and help reduce speeds up until the light at Founders.

1 1 1 1

Timber Ridge

A smaller median could also accommodate a left turn merge lane, which is desperately needed. Removing left turn accel lane - TERRIBLE. We will never be able to turn left out of our subdivision! All design plans need to be included as well as left-hand turn lanes at all intersections. I would even like to see another stoplight at 

Diamond Ridge. As a parent of two 15yo boys who have just begun driving, this is terrifying. We need left-hand turn lanes and we need to lower the speed limit. The crest of the hill traveling south allows cars to travel at much higher speeds than the posted speed limit. It is very difficult to get out of the subdivision even to turn 

right. It's an accident waiting to happen! 1 1 1

Timber Canyon

Since my home is directly on Crowfoot Valley Road I would like to suggest that the roadway medians that start at Knobcone Drive be only 9 feet in width, which is the current size of the medians already constructed from the start of Crowfoot Valley / Founders Parkway traffic light up to the turn in lane located at Knobcone 

Drive which is 9 feet in width. As we all know every foot counts on this project and to assume the excessive large medians of 16 feet would encourage slower driving speeds is very much in question. Note: My home is really the only home on the entire Crowfoot Valley Road that is massively effected by this widening project. 

So, with every foot it will effect my home in safety and security. My Address is: 5266 Knobcone Drive. Greatly agree with NOT putting in the acceleration lanes for left-turning traffic. Greatly agree with NOT putting in the acceleration lanes for left-turning traffic. 

After looking over the diagram concerning the Crowfoot Valley Road Widening “Recommended Design” it seems the overall total feet is extreme, its appears to be wider than an 8 lane federal freeway. After looking at the SOUTH BOUND (Coming into Castle Road) traffic pattern widths amount of 10’ feet for the sidewalk 

which includes bike lane as well; 2.5’ for safety; 10’ AUX LANE; 10.5’ TRAVEL LANE (1); 10.5’ TRAVEL LANE (2) for total size of 43.5’; “ MEDIAN 16’ “. Looking at the NORTH BOUND (Going towards Parker) traffic pattern widths amount of 10.5’ TRAVEL LANE (1); 10.5’ TRAVEL LANE (2); 5’ for BIKE LANE; 2.5’ for 

safety; VARIES (?) What does this mean?; 8’ SIDEWALK for a total size of 36.5’ + 16’ for the median, making it 52.5’. Overall total width for this roadway is 43.5’ (South Bound) + 52.5’ (North Bound, including the projected 16’ Median) = 96’. As we all know that is a massive overall width for a roadway. I recommend the 

widening be overall reduced by at least 7’ feet to no more than 88’ to 89’ bt reducing the width of the median to 9’ in width from the proposed 16’ in width median. Since I’m really the only home that is directly impacted by this massive road expansion project I would like to see if the city/county can help us out by looking at 

proposing a wall / fence along my property for safety and security reasons since people walking up/down on the sidewalk on Crowfoot Valley are directly in my backyard / patio area.

The wall / fence does not have to be that large or long. I was suggesting the length of the wall / fence to be around 20’ plus feet. 

1 1
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